
Part 4 - General Development Policies
 

Interface between Land Uses
 

Assessment Provisions (AP)

 

Desired Outcome (DO)

 

Desired Outcome
DO 1

Development is located and designed to mitigate adverse effects on or from neighbouring and proximate land uses.

 

Performance Outcomes (PO) and Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Criteria / Designated Performance Feature (DPF)

 

Performance Outcome Deemed-to-Satisfy Criteria /
Designated Performance Feature

General Land Use Compatibility

PO 1.1

Sensitive receivers are designed and sited to protect residents and

occupants from adverse impacts generated by lawfully existing land

uses (or lawfully approved land uses) and land uses desired in the zone.

DTS/DPF 1.1

None are applicable.

PO 1.2

Development adjacent to a site containing a sensitive receiver (or

lawfully approved sensitive receiver) or zone primarily intended to

accommodate sensitive receivers is designed to minimise adverse

impacts.

DTS/DPF 1.2

None are applicable.

Hours of Operation

PO 2.1

Non-residential development does not unreasonably impact the amenity

of sensitive receivers (or lawfully approved sensitive receivers) or an

adjacent zone primarily for sensitive receivers through its hours of

operation having regard to:

DTS/DPF 2.1

Development operating within the following hours:

Class of Development Hours of operation

Consulting room 7am to 9pm, Monday to Friday

8am to 5pm, Saturday

Office 7am to 9pm, Monday to Friday

8am to 5pm, Saturday

Shop, other than any one

or combination of the

following:

7am to 9pm, Monday to Friday

8am to 5pm, Saturday and Sunday

the nature of the development

measures to mitigate off-site impacts

the extent to which the development is desired in the zone

measures that might be taken in an adjacent zone primarily for sensitive
receivers that mitigate adverse impacts without unreasonably compromising the
intended use of that land.

restaurant

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(a)
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Overshadowing

PO 3.1

Overshadowing of habitable room windows of adjacent residential land

uses in:

a.    a neighbourhood-type zone is minimised to maintain access to

direct winter sunlight

b.    other zones is managed to enable access to direct winter sunlight.

DTS/DPF 3.1

North-facing windows of habitable rooms of adjacent residential land

uses in a neighbourhood-type zone receive at least 3 hours of direct

sunlight between 9.00am and 3.00pm on 21 June.

PO 3.2

Overshadowing of the primary area of private open space or communal

open space of adjacent residential land uses in:

a.    a neighbourhood type zone is minimised to maintain access to

direct winter sunlight

b.    other zones is managed to enable access to direct winter sunlight.

DTS/DPF 3.2

Development maintains 2 hours of direct sunlight between 9.00 am and

3.00 pm on 21 June to adjacent residential land uses in a

neighbourhood-type zone in accordance with the following:

a.    for ground level private open space, the smaller of the following: 

i.    half the existing ground level open space

or

ii.    35m2 of the existing ground level open space (with at least one of

the area's dimensions measuring 2.5m)

b.    for ground level communal open space, at least half of the existing

ground level open space.

PO 3.3

Development does not unduly reduce the generating capacity of

adjacent rooftop solar energy facilities taking into account:

DTS/DPF 3.3

None are applicable.

PO 3.4

Development that incorporates moving parts, including windmills and

wind farms, are located and operated to not cause unreasonable

nuisance to nearby dwellings and tourist accommodation caused by

shadow flicker.

DTS/DPF 3.4

None are applicable.

Activities Generating Noise or Vibration

PO 4.1

Development that emits noise (other than music) does not unreasonably

impact the amenity of sensitive receivers (or lawfully approved sensitive

receivers).

DTS/DPF 4.1

Noise that affects sensitive receivers achieves the relevant Environment

Protection (Noise) Policy criteria.

PO 4.2

Areas for the on-site manoeuvring of service and delivery vehicles, plant

and equipment, outdoor work spaces (and the like) are designed and

sited to not unreasonably impact the amenity of adjacent sensitive

receivers (or lawfully approved sensitive receivers) and zones primarily

intended to accommodate sensitive receivers due to noise and

vibration by adopting techniques including:

DTS/DPF 4.2

None are applicable.

cellar door in the
Productive Rural
Landscape Zone,
Rural Zone or Rural
Horticulture Zone

the form of development contemplated in the zone

the orientation of the solar energy facilities

the extent to which the solar energy facilities are already overshadowed.

(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)
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PO 4.3

Fixed plant and equipment in the form of pumps and/or filtration

systems for a swimming pool or spa are positioned and/or housed to

not cause unreasonable noise nuisance to adjacent sensitive receivers

(or lawfully approved sensitive receivers).

DTS/DPF 4.3

The pump and/or filtration system ancillary to a dwelling erected on the

same site is:

PO 4.4

External noise into bedrooms is minimised by separating or shielding

these rooms from service equipment areas and fixed noise sources

located on the same or an adjoining allotment.

DTS/DPF 4.4

Adjacent land is used for residential purposes.

PO 4.5

Outdoor areas associated with licensed premises (such as beer

gardens or dining areas) are designed and/or sited to not cause

unreasonable noise impact on existing adjacent sensitive receivers (or

lawfully approved sensitive receivers).

DTS/DPF 4.5

None are applicable.

PO 4.6

Development incorporating music achieves suitable acoustic amenity

when measured at the boundary of an adjacent sensitive receiver (or

lawfully approved sensitive receiver) or zone primarily intended to

accommodate sensitive receivers.

DTS/DPF 4.6

Development incorporating music includes noise attenuation measures

that will achieve the following noise levels:

Assessment location Music noise level

Externally at the nearest

existing or envisaged

noise sensitive location

Less than 8dB above the level of

background noise (L90,15min) in any

octave band of the sound spectrum

(LOCT10,15 < LOCT90,15 + 8dB)

Air Quality

PO 5.1

Development with the potential to emit harmful or nuisance-generating

air pollution incorporates air pollution control measures to prevent harm

to human health or unreasonably impact the amenity of sensitive

receivers (or lawfully approved sensitive receivers) within the locality

and zones primarily intended to accommodate sensitive receivers.

DTS/DPF 5.1

None are applicable.

PO 5.2

Development that includes chimneys or exhaust flues (including cafes,

restaurants and fast food outlets) is designed to minimise nuisance or

adverse health impacts to sensitive receivers (or lawfully approved

sensitive receivers) by:

DTS/DPF 5.2

None are applicable.

locating openings of buildings and associated services away from the interface
with the adjacent sensitive receivers and zones primarily intended to
accommodate sensitive receivers

when sited outdoors, locating such areas as far as practicable from adjacent
sensitive receivers and zones primarily intended to accommodate sensitive
receivers

housing plant and equipment within an enclosed structure or acoustic enclosure

providing a suitable acoustic barrier between the plant and / or equipment and
the adjacent sensitive receiver boundary or zone.

enclosed in a solid acoustic structure located at least 5m from the nearest
habitable room located on an adjoining allotment
or

located at least 12m from the nearest habitable room located on an adjoining
allotment.

incorporating appropriate treatment technology before exhaust emissions are
released

locating and designing chimneys or exhaust flues to maximise the dispersion of
exhaust emissions, taking into account the location of sensitive receivers.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)
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Light Spill

PO 6.1

External lighting is positioned and designed to not cause unreasonable

light spill impact on adjacent sensitive receivers (or lawfully approved

sensitive receivers).

DTS/DPF 6.1

None are applicable.

PO 6.2

External lighting is not hazardous to motorists and cyclists.

DTS/DPF 6.2

None are applicable.

Solar Reflectivity / Glare

PO 7.1

Development is designed and comprised of materials and finishes that

do not unreasonably cause a distraction to adjacent road users and

pedestrian areas or unreasonably cause heat loading and micro-

climatic impacts on adjacent buildings and land uses as a result of

reflective solar glare.

DTS/DPF 7.1

None are applicable.

Electrical Interference

PO 8.1

Development in rural and remote areas does not unreasonably diminish

or result in the loss of existing communication services due to electrical

interference.

DTS/DPF 8.1

The building or structure:

Interface with Rural Activities

PO 9.1

Sensitive receivers are located and designed to mitigate impacts from

lawfully existing horticultural and farming activities (or lawfully approved

horticultural and farming activities), including spray drift and noise and

do not prejudice the continued operation of these activities.

DTS/DPF 9.1

None are applicable.

PO 9.2

Sensitive receivers are located and designed to mitigate potential

impacts from lawfully existing intensive animal husbandry activities and

do not prejudice the continued operation of these activities.

DTS/DPF 9.2

None are applicable.

PO 9.3

Sensitive receivers are located and designed to mitigate potential

impacts from lawfully existing land-based aquaculture activities and do

not prejudice the continued operation of these activities.

DTS/DPF 9.3

Sensitive receivers are located at least 200m from the boundary of a

site used for land-based aquaculture and associated components in

other ownership.

PO 9.4

Sensitive receivers are located and designed to mitigate potential

impacts from lawfully existing dairies including associated wastewater

lagoons and liquid/solid waste storage and disposal facilities and do

not prejudice the continued operation of these activities.

DTS/DPF 9.4

Sensitive receivers are sited at least 500m from the boundary of a site

used for a dairy and associated wastewater lagoon(s) and liquid/solid

waste storage and disposal facilities in other ownership.

PO 9.5

Sensitive receivers are located and designed to mitigate the potential

impacts from lawfully existing facilities used for the handling,

transportation and storage of bulk commodities (recognising the

potential for extended hours of operation) and do not prejudice the

DTS/DPF 9.5

Sensitive receivers are located away from the boundary of a site used

for the handling, transportation and/or storage of bulk commodities in

other ownership in accordance with the following:

is no greater than 10m in height, measured from existing ground level 
or

is not within a line of sight between a fixed transmitter and fixed receiver
(antenna) other than where an alternative service is available via a different fixed
transmitter or cable.

(a)

(b)
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continued operation of these activities.

PO 9.6

Setbacks and vegetation plantings along allotment boundaries should

be incorporated to mitigate the potential impacts of spray drift and other

impacts associated with agricultural and horticultural activities.

DTS/DPF 9.6

None are applicable.

PO 9.7

Urban development does not prejudice existing agricultural and

horticultural activities through appropriate separation and design

techniques.

DTS/DPF 9.7

None are applicable.

Interface with Mines and Quarries (Rural and Remote Areas)

PO 10.1

Sensitive receivers are separated from existing mines to minimise the

adverse impacts from noise, dust and vibration.

DTS/DPF 10.1

Sensitive receivers are located no closer than 500m from the boundary

of a Mining Production Tenement under the Mining Act 1971.

 

300m or more, where it involves the handling of agricultural crop products, rock,
ores, minerals, petroleum products or chemicals to or from any commercial
storage facility

300m or more, where it involves the handling of agricultural crop products, rock,
ores, minerals, petroleum products or chemicals at a wharf or wharf side facility
(including sea-port grain terminals) where the handling of these materials into or
from vessels does not exceed 100 tonnes per day

500m or more, where it involves the storage of bulk petroleum in individual
containers with a capacity up to 200 litres and a total on-site storage capacity not
exceeding 1000 cubic metres

500m or more, where it involves the handling of coal with a capacity up to 1 tonne
per day or a storage capacity up to 50 tonnes

1000m or more, where it involves the handling of coal with a capacity
exceeding 1 tonne per day but not exceeding 100 tonnes per day or a
storage capacity exceeding 50 tonnes but not exceeding 5000 tonnes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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